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TopoSurv
TopoSurv
» Plugin for ArcGIS
» Communicates with Leica,
 Trimble, Sokkia, Topcon
» Centroid calculation,
 comparison with database
 points
» Stores data directly on to the
 ArcGIS database

TopoSurv imports and calculates survey and satellite data to the ArcGIS database and is also 
an addition to ArcGIS. With TopoSurv you can import survey data and satellite data from Leica, 
Trimble and Topcon together with survey data from Leica, Trimble, Sokkia and Topcon. Import is 
also possible from other instruments via different file formats such as ASCII, LANDXML, PLM. 
With version 2.0 you can also import the Leica format LandXML containing quality values for 
GNSS and Trimbles new JobXML format.

TopoSurv creates a menu in ArcGIS containing commands to start TopoSurv, reach settings, 
import from different instruments and export data to instruments for stake out. 

In addition TopoSurv imports survey data from instruments and adds them to a document where 
all types of data from the field are collected. Such as survey data, known points, local coor-
dinates, satellite data in latitude and longitude and satellite data from base stations. To make 
data accessible in the ArcGIS database the survey engineer can use point codes that result in 
layers/tables in the database and also determine the objects geometry using several different 
methods. We advocate the use of control codes which offer the possibility to determine not only 
points and polylines but also radius, parallel polylines, circles and so on. TopoSurv processes 
attributes all the way from survey data to database. 

The result of the calculation ends up in a survey sketch, a graphic report of data, where the data 
is separated into layers and where it is possible to show or hide information about the objects.

For TopoSurv we have developed to types of powerful commands to calculate centroids and 
to check the centroid calculation among survey data. You can also check points in the survey 
sketch and verify if the corresponding points are in the ArcGIS database. You can then choose 
what data to keep. For example you can keep parts of attribute values from an existing point 
while updating that point with new calculated coordinates.

TopoSurv imports and calculates survey and satellite
data to the ArcGIS database
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It is also possible to edit layer affiliation on objects in the survey sketch. There is a special 
function for turning layers into construction layers with the possibility to change it in ArcGIS.

The save function for ArcGIS indicates how many objects that are saved in each layer and if 
those objects are new or modified. It also indicates if there are any objects in the survey sketch 
that can’t be saved on to the database because of incorrect layer names. 

One specific command from ArcGIS is determining known points as starting points in TopoSurv. 
The stake out data is sent directly from ArcGIS via TopoSurv to the different instruments. 

TopoSurv is sprung from Adtollos software Topocad that has been on the market since 1995. It 
is a well proven system with several thousand users in almost one hundred countries. TopoSurv 
is developed in collaboration with the Swedish National Land Survey which accounts for the 
ArcGIS components.


